Analyzing weak microwave signals in the GHz regime is a challenging task if the signal level is very low and the photon energy widely undefined. A superconducting qubit can detect signals in the low photon regime, but due to its discrete level structure, it is only sensitive to photons of certain energies. With a multi-level quantum system (qudit) in contrast, the unknown signal frequency and amplitude can be deduced from the higher level AC Stark shift. The measurement accuracy is given by the signal amplitude, its detuning from the discrete qudit energy level structure and the anharmonicity. We demonstrate an energy sensitivity in the order of 10 −3 with a measurement range of more than 1 GHz. Here, using a transmon qubit, we experimentally observe shifts in the transition frequencies involving up to three excited levels. These shifts are in good agreement with an analytic circuit model and master equation simulations. For large detunings, we find the shifts to scale linearly with the power of the applied microwave drive. Exploiting the effect, we demonstrated a power meter which makes it possible to characterize the microwave transmission from source to sample.
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I. INTRODUCTION
While early experiments in the field of superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) only included very few excitations [1] , recent studies start exploring highly populated resonant circuits [2] . Large photon numbers become more and more relevant for quantum computing and simulation protocols, e.g. by enabling high fidelity state determination [3, 4] , all-microwave multi-qubit gates [5, 6] or dynamic coupling schemes [7, 8] . Their microwave electromagnetic fields cause level shifts, called AC Stark or AC Zeeman for electric or magnetic coupling to the quantum circuit. We investigate these shifts of a multilevel anharmonic system under the influence of a drive and find good agreement with the calculated circuit's response. We can also use an analytic model to deduce the frequency and amplitude of a microwave drive from the observed shift, enabling to use the quantum circuit as a sensor for microwave signals. Superconducting qubits have already been used as microwave sensors to calibrate the signal power at the chip, but the calibration with these methods is limited to discrete transition frequencies [9] [10] [11] or to the sub-GHz regime with tunable qubits [12] .
In this paper, we study the response of an anharmonic circuit featuring higher levels. Such multi-level quantum elements (so-called qudits) are a possible path in the pursuit of scaling quantum circuits up. In the literature, the AC Stark shift of the first transition |0 ↔ |1 for * andre.schneider@kit.edu multi-level circuits with weak [13] and strong [14] anharmonicity has been observed and analytically explained. We strive to understand the fundamental level structure of qudits driven by increasingly large signal amplitudes. Having a detailed model of the qudit behavior, we gain the ability of taking the qudit as a sensor for probing the excitation number states in coupled harmonic systems like microwave resonators or magnonic systems. Applying a short but strong microwave pulse can also be used to quickly detune even non-tunable qudits in a controlled manner, which can be employed for the realization of quantum gates.
In the following, we derive a theoretical description of the effect using a fourth order perturbation theory on a driven multi-level anharmonic system. We validate the findings experimentally and show good agreement with a master equation simulation of the transmon Hamiltonian. In a second experiment, we apply these findings and successfully demonstrate amplitude and frequency sensing of an external microwave drive with our technique.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
We start our analysis with the unit cell of a cQED system, consisting of an anharmonic and a harmonic oscillator, expressed by the generalized Hamiltonian [15] 
where b † , b and ω r are the raising/lowering operator and the resonance frequency of the harmonic system and ω j arXiv:1801.05144v2 [quant-ph] 8 May 2018
and g ij are the transition frequencies and coupling matrix elements of the anharmonic system.
In a regime where the anharmonicity is large compared to the bandwidth of all applied signals, we can reduce the anharmonic system to an effective two level system (qubit) in a good approximation. Additionally, in the dispersive regime [1, 16] , where the transition frequencies of both systems are strongly detuned, Eq. (1) is reduced to the approximately diagonalized JaynesCummings Hamiltonian
The mixed term
† b σ z can be interpreted as a Lamb shift of the resonator frequency depending on the qubit state, which is commonly used for read-out of the qubit state. Vice versa, it can be seen as a shift of the dressed qubit frequency ω q depending on the resonator population, the so-called AC Stark shift [14, 17] . Here, g denotes the coupling strength between qubit and resonator and ∆ = ω r −ω 0 q is the detuning between both subsystems. As this coupling can either be capacitive or inductive, we can also use the term AC Zeeman shift to describe the observed effect. The qubit levels shift by ±ng 2 /∆, being linear in the photon number n, i.e. the power applied to the resonator.
Going back to Eq. (1), we now model our anharmonic circuit, commonly known as a transmon [15] , by
where a † and a are the anharmonic raising and lowering operators.
The circuit anharmonicity is − γ 2 = −E C . For our analysis, we add an external drive
The amplitude A D is well controllable and only depends on the drive power P D . This drive can also originate from the field of a strongly populated cavity, where the resonator photon number n = b 2 ∝ A 2 D is not linear to the power P r sent to the resonator due to its changing quality factor [18] . We therefore stick to the externally supplied drive for the rest of this work.
In the following, we drop the coupled readout resonator for simplicity, and rewrite the driven transmon circuit as
where constant energies and corrections linear in γ and a † have been dropped for simplicity. We only take into account a first-order nonlinearity, which generalizes the following calculations for other anharmonic systems. The transition from the |k to the |k+1 state has an energy of
Note that the first transition E 0→1 / = ω q − γ 2 is already detuned from the harmonic transition. Transforming the Hamiltonian to the rotating frame of the drive yields
omitting fast rotating terms in a rotating wave approximation. To get an expression for the transmon energy levels depending on the drive amplitude A D , we need to treat the drive as a perturbation. However, the last term 
with introducing the parameter β as
We can cancel the linear term (β * a+a † β) in Eq. (7) by choosing the free parameter α such that β = 0. Then the Hamiltonian becomes
We use perturbation theory to obtain the eigenenergies ofH R , where the full calculation up to the fourth order in perturbation theory is given in the supplement. To zeroth order we get:
From the requirement β = 0 (Eq. (8)), we can determine the parameter α by introducing the detuning ∆ = ω D −ω q + γ 2 between the drive and the first qudit transition
In general there are three solutions for α. For the case of ∆/γ > 0 which applies for this paper, there is only one real solution:
For ∆/γ < 0, a critical drive amplitude exists, below which three real solutions for α can be found. In this /  = .
drive amplitude /  (GHz) case, it is more likely to directly excite higher qudit levels with the strong drive as the levels bend towards the drive frequency with stronger driving. For all practical applications, where the qudit is used as a sensor, we are therefore only interested in the case of ∆/γ > 0.
The resulting energy levels of Eq. (10) in the laboratory frame are depicted in Fig. 1 for different ∆ and γ. In the case of very large detuning between drive and qubit transition, ∆ A D , γ Eq. (12) simplifies to α ≈ A D /2∆. As α is small in this case, we can neglect higher order perturbative terms and we get
shift in parallel and the shift is linear in applied drive power, as expected for the first transition in the dispersive Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian.
If we plot the frequency difference between the first and second transition over the change of the first transition for different detunings ∆ and drive amplitudes A D , we get a plot which can be used to inversely look up the drive amplitude and detuning from the measured values ( Fig. 1 (c) ). This enables us to take the qudit as a sensor for the amplitude and frequency of arbitrary microwave drives, as demonstrated and further explained in Sec. III D. These tones can result from harmonic oscillators like microwave resonators, magnon systems or other microwave circuitry on the chip, where the goal is to study the system properties or the crosstalk, or they are directly fed from a microwave source. Application potential is seen in sensing of external or internal microwave signals, for example for the characterization of microwave transmission down to the qubit.
III. EXPERIMENT
We now apply our theoretical findings to an experiment in order to verify our theory. We first experimentally study the level transitions of the qudit in the presence of an external microwave drive and demonstrate good agreement of the relative shifts with master equation simulations. Subsequently, we quantitatively validate the feasibility of this scheme to sense the amplitude and relative frequency of a microwave signal in a wide frequency range.
A. Sample and Setup
The quantum circuit is a single-junction concentric transmon capacitively coupled to a λ/2 readout resonator, similar to Ref. [19] , see Fig. 2 (a) . From microwave spectroscopy, we determine the fundamental qubit frequency ω q 01 /2π = 4.755 GHz, being ∆ R /2π = 3.818 GHz red-detuned from the resonator mode at ω r /2π = 8.573 GHz with a coupling of g/2π = 71.5 MHz. The transition frequencies of the anharmonic levels ω q 0→n /n are determined from power spectroscopy, shown in Fig. 3 . From this spectrum, we can determine the charging energy E C /h = 197.7 MHz and the Josephson energy E J /h = 15.5 GHz.
The chip features a microstrip design, where the capacitance pads are made from low-loss TiN and the junction is an Al/AlO x /Al structure. We measured coherence times up to T 1 ≈ 30 µs and T
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≈ 50 µs. The resonator is coupled to a 50 Ω matched microwave transmission line, where all microwave signals are applied, meaning that all tones to the qubit, i.e. ω D and ω P , are band-pass filtered by the resonator. The quantum chip is measured in a dilution refrigerator at a base temperature of about 25 mK, see Fig. 2 for a schematic measurement setup diagram. The chip is placed inside a copper box and mounted to the mixing stage.
We experimentally investigate the circuit by applying a continuous microwave probe tone of frequency ω P and power P P to excite direct or multi-photon transitions from the ground state to higher levels |k . The level population n q with number operatorn q = k k |k k| of the anharmonic circuit is measured via the readout resonator, where higher level populations in the anharmonic oscillator cause an increasingly larger dispersive shift of the resonance frequency. This non-trivial dependence is in detail analyzed in Ref. [11] . The resonator readout is done using a vector network analyzer (VNA) with ω VNA /2π = 8.573 GHz and P VNA = −22 dBm. Data acquisition and analysis is done via qkit [20] .
To measure the AC Stark shift up to values of A D γ, the signal of the driving microwave source was amplified at room temperature by a high-power amplifier. As the amplifier is operated partially beyond its compression point, all drive powers P D given in the following refer to measured values after the amplifier.  / ×  = .
dispersive shift (a.u.)
FIG. 3.
Qudit spectroscopy for the concentric transmon at varying probe power and frequency without an additional drive tone. The emergence of multi-photon transitions at higher probe powers is clearly visible. The shadow-like transition next to the ω04/4 transition and the transition around 4.36 GHz can be assigned to transitions between higher states, showing that the system was initially not in the ground state at these high powers. The vertical dashed line at PP = 5 dBm indicates the probe power chosen for the following measurements, as an even higher probe power would strongly increase the linewidth for the first transition and hence reduce the visibility.
B. Measuring the AC Stark Shift
The AC Stark shift as shown in Fig. 4 (left) is spectroscopically determined for fixed probe power P P and varying drive power P D between −6.3 and +23.9 dBm while scanning the probe frequency ω P . Comparing the measured data to the analytic approximation in Eq. (10), we find a very good agreement for the multi-photon transitions up to the third qudit level. Additional lines are explained by taking into account that one or more photons can be supplied by the drive (compare Fig. 2 (b) ).
Comparing the propagating tone with a resonantly driven resonator (ω R /2π = 4.95 GHz, g/2π = 71.5 MHz) requires a population of around 40 photons for a shift similar to A D /2π = 0.9 GHz. In this case, Eq. (2) can not be used for a simple estimation of the shift, as we are no longer in the dispersive regime, where g/∆ 1. Deviations between the analytic solution and measured data for higher transmon levels are explained by considering a first-order nonlinearity for the qubit Hamiltonian in Eq. (4), which is not accurate for higher level transitions.
C. Numerical Simulations
Numerical simulations are performed with the masterequation solver of QuTiP [21, 22] where we use the full transmon Hamiltonian from Ref. [15] and apply the drive directly to the qudit. To restrict the Hilbert space of the simulation, excitations up to the |9 level of the transmon are taken into account, as higher states are above the Josephson potential barrier. As the applied drives require for a time-dependent solution, we reduce the qudit T 1 , T 2 times to increase the simulation speed. The basic simulation principle is described in Ref. [11] and additional information is given in the supplement. The simulation results, shown in Fig. 4 (right), are in very good agreement with the measured result. The same deviations from the analytical solution as in Fig. 4 (left) can be found since the transmon model used in the simulation also accounts for higher-order nonlinearity. As the probe power in the simulation is slightly higher than in the experiment, more transitions are visible.
D. Demonstration of the sensing scheme
In order to verify the sensing technique, we fix the drive power and scan the drive frequency in a second experiment. Scanning the probe tone, we can identify the qudit ω 01 and ω 02 /2 transitions and then use our analytical model to calculate A D and ω D . The results are shown in Fig. 5 for A D (a) and ω D (b) as blue points. To increase the accuracy of the measurement, we can set ω D to the known value of the drive frequency, which greatly improves the precision of the amplitude measurement (green points in Fig. 5 (a) ). For the mesh shown in Fig. 1 (c) , this means that we select the matching blue line for the known detuning ∆ = ω D −ω 01 and search for the right value of A D . As the influence of the AC Stark effect on the level transitions decreases with increasing detuning, it is obvious that resolution and accuracy decrease at the same time.
The precision of these measurements is illustrated by the gray and green shaded areas in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), which visualize the spread of results when varying ω 01 and ω 02 /2 by ∆ω/2π = ±1 MHz, being a worstcase estimate. In experiment, this uncertainty originates from using a constant probe power and a step size of ∆ω P /2π = 1 MHz. This results on average in ∆A D = ±92 MHz, ∆ω D = ±124 MHz for free ω D and ∆A D = ±12.5 MHz for fixed ω D . For a detuning between drive and first transition of approximately more than 0.5 GHz, the sensitivity of the level shifts in the frequency detuning of the drive becomes rather poor, see Fig. 4 (b) . For this reason we do not show errorbars for ω D /2π > 5.25 GHz and plot the calculated points in gray. The resolution could potentially be greatly improved by reducing the probe power for the ω 01 transition to decrease the transition linewidth and reducing the step size for scanning the probe tone. With that, the uncertainty would be reduced to ∆ω/2π = ±100 kHz, which results for our measurement on average to ∆A D = ±13.6 MHz, ∆ω D = ±11.8 MHz for free ω D and ∆A D = ±1.2 MHz for fixed ω D .
As an ideal curve shape for A D in Fig. 4 (a) , we would expect an increase of A D close to the qudit transition and ω02/2 transitions, we calculate the drive amplitude (a) and frequency (b), where both AD and ωD are free (blue) or ωD is fixed to the known value of the drive frequency (green). The gray and green shaded areas show the uncertainty if we take into account an accuracy of ±1 MHz for both ω01/2π and ω02/4π. As the frequency determination fails for more than 0.5 GHz detuning between drive and the first qudit transition at ωD/2π = 4.755 GHz, no errorbars are shown for this area. To verify the method of fixing ωD to the known value, we calculated the ω01 and ω02/2 transitions from the values in (a) and (b), plotted them on top of the measurement data (c) and find a good agreement.
frequencies due to the frequency-dependent dipole moment of the qudit and a monotonous decrease towards a constant value at higher detunings. In the measurement however, we see the onset of an increase close to the qudit transition. More dominant are oscillations in A D for higher detuning, which can be explained by a non-ideal transmission of the microwave lines in our cryostat. This demonstrates the usability of a single non-tunable transmon qudit as a sensor to calibrate the amplitudes, and therefore powers, actually arriving at the qudit position for given input frequency and power, thus making the qudit a local power sensor. For a given input frequency, the local power coupled to the qudit can be sensed by only spectroscopic measurements, being independent of qubit coherence. Being able to measure the amplitude of a detuned microwave tone, one can also measure the crosstalk on a quantum chip by exciting or driving a structure at one position on the chip and detect its influence on a qudit at a different location.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have investigated a superconducting anharmonic multi-level quantum circuit under the influence of a variable classical field drive. The AC Stark shift of up to the 3 rd level and multi-photon transitions consisting of probe and drive photons, including virtual energy levels are observed. The field-induced shift in our measurement is shown to be in good agreement with both a fourth order perturbation theory calculation and a master-equation simulation of the system. With our model, we are able to quantify the spurious crosstalk on multi-element quantum chips. Providing a good amplitude resolution and a local measurement, we can also use the system to calibrate the power at the qudit position and therefore characterize the microwave transmission from room temperature to the actual qudit in a broader frequency range with only spectroscopic measurements.
For the first transition, in the limit of large detuning ∆, the analytic formula is shown to recover the behavior of a Jaynes-Cummings type system, where the shift of the qudit transition frequencies is linear in the population of the resonator, i.e. the drive power. In contrast to the Jaynes-Cummings formula, the frequency shift calculated from Eq. (10) can also be applied in the non-dispersive regime where the detuning ∆ is not large.
We demonstrate the viability of the investigated sensing technique and find uncertainties of tens to hundred MHz for both amplitude and frequency, limited by the measurement resolution for this proof-of-principle demonstration. We discussed that these uncertainties could be reduced down to several MHz by an improved measurement scheme. Other sensing techniques such as Ramsey pulse sequences for frequency detection or Autler-Townes experiments for power measurement, which offer a higher resolution, are only applicable for small detunings in the order of few MHz. While the here presented sensing technique offers a lower resolution, it is applicable for a much wider frequency range up to ∼1 GHz of detuning. With our method it is also possible to measure a signal if both frequency and amplitude are unknown or if the drive source is not controllable, opening the path to a broad set of new measurement applications. In the main part, we report on the AC Stark shift of the qudit levels by applying a strong off-resonant drive tone. However, the level shift can also be induced by a strongly populated resonator that is coupled to the qudit. To this end, we experimentally investigated the AC Stark shift of qudit levels when increasing the signal strength used for the probe of the readout resonator and compared measured data to our analytic formula. See Fig. 6 with different horizontal axes for a comparison of the different power scales.
While the qubit parameters ω q , γ remain unchanged compared to the experiment in the main part, the detuning is now ∆/2π = (ω r −ω q + 
we estimate the driving P D power on the feedline. Q c is the coupling quality factor of the readout resonator,
Qc+Qi the loaded and Q i the internal quality factor. Compared to the output power of the VNA at room temperature, we see a constant attenuation of −93 dB which can be easily explained by considering −28 dB attenuation at room temperature and −65 dB in the cryostat. highest bound state in the Josephson potential. Including less levels however was seen to reduce the shift of higher level transitions. Crucial to the computation time is the total simulation length, which can be significantly reduced by reducing the system's T 1 and T 2 times. For the simulation we used T 1 = T 2 = 250 ns, being considerably shorter than the experimentally observed values. The validity of this approach is been verified by performing simulations with different coherence times, see Fig. 7 , where it can be seen that the AC Stark induced shift does not depend on the chosen coherence times. During optimization of the simulation parameters, it turned out that computing the time evolution for T sim = 2 T 1 is sufficient, as the system's dynamics is then dominated by the strong drive and probe tones. To average out the effect of the drive, the level population n q is averaged over a period of T 1 /4 at the end of the simulation time. The simulations have been performed on the high performance computing cluster bwUniCluster.
